Molecular switch controls therapy
A molecular 'remote control' could enable researchers to make a powerful cancer
MICROBIOLOGY

Diet makes gut change speed
Interactions between diet and gut microbes affect how quickly food moves through the gut.
To simulate dietary changes that occur when people travel to places with different cuisines, Jeffrey Gordon at Washington University in St Louis, Missouri, and his team took germ-free mice and transplanted them with gut microbes from people consuming one of five different diets from around the world. They then fed the mice a series of all those diets and measured transit times of dyestained food through the gut. They found that transit time
ECOLOGY
Creatures are busy in the polar night
The high Arctic is thought to be biologically quiescent during the long 'polar night' -the winter months when the Sun never rises. But Jørgen Berge at the Arctic University of Norway in Tromsø and his colleagues have discovered a surprising level of biological activity.
During three winters in the cold and dark in Kongsfjorden, Svalbard, the team recorded, for example, growing bivalves, foraging seabirds, scavenging crabs and reproducing and respiring zooplankton.
The ecosystem seems to thrive without photosynthesis by relying on energy that has been stored or brought in with Atlantic water. therapy safer.
The therapy relies on engineered immune-system cells called T cells that recognize and kill tumours, and has shown promise in clinical trials. But the T cells can also attack and damage healthy cells. James Onuffer and Wendell Lim at the University of California, San Francisco, and their colleagues designed an approach in which the T-cell receptors that recognize cancer cells are split in two, and will only assemble and function when triggered by a compound similar to the drug rapamycin.
T cells engineered in this manner only attacked their target cells in mice when the compound was present. The approach could provide a way to modulate the timing and intensity of engineered T-cell responses in humans. This strategy could be used to develop disease-resistant transgenic plants, the teams say.
varied with different combinations of diet and microbial community, and that it correlated with certain metabolites produced by some bacteria.
Turmeric (pictured), a common ingredient in Bangladeshi food, in particular decreased gut motility in mice carrying microbes and eating food from Bangladesh -in part by increasing the production of bile acid, which was converted by microbes into compounds that slow down gut movement. The approach could be used to identify components of different diets that affect gut health, the authors say.
